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Received for publication April 12, 1957 THE relations between cell viability and division, respectively, and density of cell population in plasma cultures of Ehrlich carcinoma and Sarcoma 37 ascites tumour cells have been described previously (Powell, 1957b) . In the course of this earlier work it became apparent that tumour cells dispersed singly in a coagulum formed instructive material for the study of interactions between cultured cells. Such cells served as valuable biological indicators of processes concerned in the organization of tissue cultures in general and of factors limiting the autonomy of malignant cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In general the materials and methods used were as described earlier (Powell, 1957b) . Cultures of Sarcoma 37, Ehrlich and Klein (1955) carcinoma ascites tumour cells were prepared by the double-coverslip method. The standard medium consisted of equal parts of ascitic tumour fluid, diluted with a mixture of equal volumes of fowl and ascitic tumour plasma, and chick embryo extract.
The population densities of the cultured tumour cells were varied by using a range of dilutions of the cell-containing ascitic fluid with cell-free mixed plasma. Both "spread" and "central" cultures were prepared.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The morphological transformations undergone by Sarcoma 37 and Sarcoma T2146 ascites tumour cells in vitro have been described by Lasnitzki (1952 Lasnitzki ( , 1953 .
The structural changes in cultured ascites tumour cells of Ehrlich carcinoma and Sarcoma 37 have also been discussed briefly by Powell (1957b) . The latter observations have been extended in this paper.
At the time of explantation the cells of both tumour strains were spherical but they rapidly flattened to become discoidal. These cells have been termed "epithelioid" to distinguish them from the morphologically distinct spindleshaped sarcoma and epithelial carcinoma cells which develop in the course of culture. The epithelioid cells of both tumour strains were similar whereas the "modulated" (Lasnitzki, 1953) Transformed cells lying within the cell colony were more typically fusiform with their drawn-out ends more symmetrical in size and shape than those at the periphery of the colony. In a thin medium the latter were commonly radially orientated along their long axes in respect to the more or less circular colony. The topographical distribution of the liquefaction areas, elongated shape of the cells, and orientation of the protoplasmic processes and of the whole cell indicated that these peripheral cells were actively migrating from the colony into cell-free coagulum. The extent of the migration was shown by the axial length of the liquefaction area.
Transformed cells towards the centre of a colony, where the coagulum was deeper, were usually more typically fusiform and less flattened. The extremities of the inner spindle cells were relatively isomorphic. Liquefaction of the coagulum was definitely observable only at the edges of colonies where the medium was particularly thin.
There appeared to be an optimum density of population for extensive -transformations. This was when the cells were separated by 2-5 cell diameters. If the cells were further apart they tended to degenerate rapidly. Transformations were less frequent when cells were closely set. Radial orientation of transformed cells at the edges of colonies was less common in thickly than thinly populated cultures and was more evident in "spread" than "central" cultures. In thick "central" cultures peripheral spindle cells were often obliquely or tangentially placed.
Cellular transformation and migration were best seen on the 2nd day of incubation. After incubation for 48 hours peripheral migratory cells were commonly degenerated, and the incidence of fusiform cells within colonies decreased.
Ehrlich carcinoma.-Although spindle-shaped cells were found in the carcinoma cultures they differed from those in the sarcoma cultures. They were relatively infrequent and tended to have double or multiple terminal and sub-terminal processes in-contrast with the simple processes of the sarcoma cells. The homologues of the fusiform sarcoma cells appeared to be true epithelial carcinoma cells.
These were large in area, due to flattening in the plane of the coverslip, and had cell bodies which were triangular, stellate or irregularly polygonal in outline and had contiguous sides often curved into convergent or divergent cytoplasmic extensions.
The increased area of the epithelial as contrasted with the epithelioid cells was due mainly to extension of the cytoplasm which was often wider than the diameter of the nucleus which had itself increased in area. The epithelial cells were approximately isodiametric. They often cohered to form small sheets of cells. Pseudo-fusiform carcinoma cells were probably identical with unflattened epithelial cells and in this sense equivalent to the sarcomatous spindle cells, i.e., as modulated forms. Coherent epithelial cells strongly tended to lie in full lateral contact with each other.
The incidence of transformed cells was less than in Sarcoma 37 cultures and less definite evidence of cell migration was found. Radial orientation of cells was seen at the margins of colonies. No divisions in epithelial cells were found. The relations between spatial arrangement and population density, and epithelial habit in the carcinoma cultures were similar to those pertaining to the fusiform transformation of the sarcoma cells. The general behaviour in vitro of the Klein was comparable to that of the Ehrlich carcinoma cells.
Effects of variation in consistency of plasma media
The physical consistency of the coagula was varied from that of the standard medium by adding 1 aliquot of mixed plasma, or 1 or 2 aliquots of Earle's solution, respectively. "Spread" and "central" cultures of both tumour strains were used. Media containing the additional Earle's solution clotted very loosely. The cell numbers of the inoculum were adjusted to give medium population densities.
With cultures of both types of tumour cells the majority of the cells in all media after cultivation for 24 hours were viable and a small percentage dividing: transformed cells were commoner in media with lower concentrations of plasma, perhaps because the cells tended to lie on the surfaces of the coverslips. They were most abundant on the 2nd day. Degeneration was virtually complete on the 3rd day in all media.
Morphological transformation of the tumour cells was encouraged by a relatively dilute plasma medium in which the cells lay in contact with the coverslips but large volumes of medium were less favourable to the change than minimal optimum amounts. The consistency of the media had little effect on the duration of viability of the tumour cells.
Effects of variation in thickness of culture medium
The medium consisted of equal parts of chick embryo extract and ascitic fluid diluted with mixed fowl and cell-free ascitic plasma to give a medium population density of tumour cells. Both "spread" and "central" cultures were prepared. The standard cultures were made with one drop each of embryo extract and diluted ascitic fluid. Cultures with thicker coagula were set up by doubling the volumes of the media components, and ones with thinner coagula by halving these volumes.
The appearance of the cultures after incubation for 24 hours was correlated with the thickness of the coagula. In cultures with thicker medium, both types of tumour cells showed much lower numbers of degenerated and necrotic cells than those with thinner medium. Cells lying in thinner medium had undergone lysis and pyknosis; most of the cells were flattened and greatly distended with coarsely vacuolated cytoplasm. Thicker coagula were not more favourable to survival than those of normal thickness.
In thick coagulum cultures the cultured cells of both tumour strains were commonly epithelioid with relatively few transformed cells.
Types of degeneration in ascites tumour cells
The small proportion of degenerating cells seen in fresh ascitic fluid of both strains were mainly of one kind. They were also found in cultures. In fully developed examples of this form the greater volume of the cell was occupied by a single, or sometimes compartmented, large vacuole and the cytoplasm reduced to a thin peripheral layer. The single nucleus or multiple karyomeres were forced to one side of the distended vacuole and embedded in scanty cytoplasm capping the vacuole inside the cell pellicle. The nuclei of some of these cells appeared structurally normal but in advanced stages of degeneration were pyknotic and eventually lysed. These cells were relatively enormous.
The second type of cell degeneration was the common autolytic kind showing distortion of the cells, pyknosis and lysis. It predominated in cultures and was found in fresh ascitic fluid. The third type of degeneration was found only in cells at the extreme edge of the coagulum and was probably associated with desiccation and mechanical stress in the medium. Cells were very flattened in the plane of the coverslip.
Nuclei stained homogeneously with haematoxylin but lost some basophilic material to the cytoplasm which, like the nuclei, tended to appear vitreous. The area of the cytoplasm was much increased but that of the nuclei only slightly. The evidence suggesting that serial passage of tumour cells in the ascitic form in vivo results in a preponderance of cells adapted to the fluid environment and that the change is heritable was briefly discussed, with reference to the work of Klein (1954) and Schleich (1954 Schleich ( , 1956 , earlier (Powell, 1957b ). It appears that prolonged existence in the ascitic form results in a large proportion of cells which are not competent to modulate into typical in vitro morphological forms of sarcoma and carcinoma cells.
The extrinsic stimuli acting in the cultures included existence in a semi-solid medium but contact with a solid surface, as of glass, although augmenting the degree of structural change, was inessential, cf. the pseudo-fusiform carcinoma cells which lay in the depth of the medium. Existence at the surface of the coagulum or at the glass-plasma interface promoted transformation to the dis- Elongated transformed cells were present in great numbers at the margins of cell colonies with optimal population densities of the order of 2-5 cell diameters intercellular spacing. At this density of population a favourable balance was reached between cell damage due to comparative isolation and cellular interaction inhibiting certain individual cell reactions if the cells were too closely spaced. The phenomena of transformation, polarization, orientation and migration were provisionally ascribed to interaction between dispersed cells in an environment consisting essentially of populated semi-solid medium bordered by a zone of cell-free medium. As the cells were not usually or necessarily in immediate physical contact, their interactions were effected through the medium. This was presumably achieved by means of soluble substances produced by the cells and liberated into the medium. These diffusible products were probably effective in themselves but interaction between them and the medium should not be excluded.
The primary assumption that the cell interactions described above were due to soluble products of cellular origin implied the secondary corollaries that local and general concentrations of diffusible cell products were proportional to cell number and vitality and that regional differences in population density produced concentration gradients of the soluble factors. In a limited amount of culture medium concentration gradients probably tended to diminish with duration of cultivation while absolute concentrations simultaneously increased.
Two contrasting types of effects upon cell activities were detectable in the "pure " cultures. Degeneration of cells at the centres of dense cultures resulted from the accumulation of harmful substances and/or lack of essential substances.
On the other hand, the tumour cells were mutually protective. The predominance of one or other of these effects depended upon the population density which pertained. Three kinds of gradients were distinguished. One of beneficial and protective substances and another of harmful metabolic products were both of cellular origin and diminished centrifugally from centres of population. " Deprivation" gradients due to consumption by the cells of nutrients, etc., diminished centripetally.
It was earlier suggested (Powell, 1957b) , on the basis of observed correlations between population density, and cell viability and division, respectively, in "pure "cultures of ascites tumour cells, that these functions depended on absolute concentrations of protective factors. Concentration gradients were important to other cell activities.
The migration of cells away from centres of population and therefore of protective factors suggested that the movement was an "escape reaction" from harmful products to more favourable medium. There appeared to be a balance between impelled migration and dependence upon protective factors.
Cell polarity was possibly related to local gradients with effective differences in concentration over distances of the order of a cell diameter. The pole of a cell exposed to the lower intensity of repelling factors became anterior and the one at the higher concentration became posterior. Migration of polarized cells was in the direction of the lower concentration. The radial orientation of marginal polarized cells was explicable by equal sensitivity of the sides of a cell as the presence of cytoplasmic filaments indicated that migration was an active process involving extension of the anterior and retraction of the posterior end of the cell. The general absence of polarity and directed movement of transformed cells surrounded by numerous other cells accorded with these conceptions. In such conditions and the similar ones at the edges of dense masses of cells gradients would at best be ill-defined.
The rate of production of the protective factors by an isolated living tumour cell was less than the rate at which they were lost by it to the medium. The net amount of protective factors available to an isolated cell was therefore less than its requirements. Such a cell, being unable to meet the deficiency by taking up supplies from the medium, could not survive and reproduce. The significance of concentration gradients of protective factors was not apparent in the present experiments but they are important in the growth regulation of ordinary explants. Fischer (1946) believed that intercellular protoplasmic connections were mainly responsible for the organization of tissue cultures. This view is not supported by the observations made in the present work upon dispersed tumour cells.
SUMMARY
The structural changes and behaviour of Ehrlich carcinoma and Sarcoma 37 ascites tumour cells in "pure" cultures in plasma media are described.
The phenomena reported are attributed to cellular interaction mediated by soluble products diffusing from the cells into the medium.
Viability and division of the cultured tumour cells depend on certain minimal concentrations of protective substances of cellular origin.
Cell polarity, migration and orientation of the cells are regulated by concentration gradients caused by the vital activities of the tumour cells.
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